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ABSTRACT: Vaccine design has undergone a shift toward the
use of purified protein subunit vaccines, which offer increased
safety and greater control over antigen specificity, but at the
expense of immunogenicity. Here we report the development
of a new polymer-based vaccine delivery platform engineered
to enhance immunity through the codelivery of protein
antigens and the Toll-like receptor 7 (TLR7) agonist
imiquimod (IMQ). Because of the preferential solubility of
IMQ in fatty acids, a series of block copolymer micelles with a
fatty acid-mimetic core comprising lauryl methacrylate (LMA)
and methacrylic acid (MAA), and a poly(ethylene glycol)
methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMA) corona decorated with
pyridyl disulfide ethyl methacrylate (PDSM) moieties for
antigen conjugation were synthesized via reversible addition−
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization. Carriers composed of 50 mol % LMA (LMA50) demonstrated the highest
IMQ loading (2.2 w/w%) and significantly enhanced the immunostimulatory capacity of IMQ to induce dendritic cell maturation
and proinflammatory cytokine production. Conjugation of a model antigen, ovalbumin (OVA), to the corona of IMQ-loaded
LMA50 micelles enhanced in vitro antigen uptake and cross-presentation on MHC class I (MHC-I). A single intranasal (i.n.)
immunization of mice with carriers coloaded with IMQ and OVA elicited significantly higher pulmonary and systemic CD8+ T
cell responses and increased serum IgG titer relative to a soluble formulation of antigen and adjuvant. Collectively, these data
demonstrate that rationally designed fatty acid-mimetic micelles enhance intracellular antigen and IMQ delivery, and have
potential as synthetic vectors for enhancing the immunogenicity of subunit vaccines.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The development of vaccines and universal implementation of
vaccinations has eliminated or dramatically reduced the global
burden of infectious disease. Nevertheless, there remains an
urgent and unmet need for effective vaccines against many
diseases (e.g., malaria, tuberculosis, and human immunodefi-
ciency virus) that have proven recalcitrant to traditional vaccine
design approaches.1,2 Toward this end, vaccine development is
shifting away from organism-based vaccines toward microbial
peptide/protein subunit vaccines that confer greater control
over antigen-specificity of the immune response while offering
increased safety.2 Subunit vaccines tend to demonstrate poor
immunogenicity and, therefore, must be delivered with

immunostimulatory adjuvants to increase vaccine potency.3−5

Most currently clinically approved adjuvants (e.g., alum)

primarily elicit humoral immune responses, with minimal

induction of cellular immunity.6 In particular, current Food and

Drug Administration (FDA)-approved adjuvants poorly elicit

CD8+ cytotoxic T cell and Th1 CD4+ responses that are critical
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for protection against a number of important intracellular
pathogens, including malaria, tuberculosis, and viruses.3,7,8

Modern vaccine design is guided by the principle that the
innate immune response to a pathogen significantly influences
the quality, magnitude, breadth, and longevity of the resultant
adaptive immune response.3,4,9,10 The innate immune response
to pathogens is triggered by pattern-recognition receptors
(PRRs) that recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs).11 Understanding these interactions has informed the
rational design of PRR agonists that are under intensive
investigation as vaccine adjuvants to promote cellular
immunity, including a growing number of Toll-like receptor
(TLR) agonists.12 TLRs are a set of conserved PRRs
responsible for sensing microbial pathogens and are primarily
expressed by immune cells such as macrophages, neutrophils, B
cells, and dendritic cells (DCs). In general, TLR agonists
enhance subunit vaccine immunogenicity by promoting antigen
presentation, increasing costimulatory molecule expression, and
stimulating production of inflammatory cytokines that together
drive T cell activation and differentiation.13 In addition to their
use as vaccine adjuvants, a number of TLR agonists have been
included in the National Cancer Institute’s list of immunother-
apeutic agents for their potential in treating cancer.14

TLR7 is localized in endosomal membranes and is involved
in recognition of single-stranded RNA generated during viral
infection.15 Activation of TLR7 induces a MyD88-dependent
signaling cascade, ultimately leading to the secretion of
inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
α, type I interferons (i.e., IFN-α and IFN-β), and interleukin

(IL)-12 that promote T cell immunity.16 Imiquimod (IMQ) is
a synthetic imidazoquinoline and small molecule TLR7 agonist
that has been widely explored as an adjuvant to improve the
efficacy of subunit vaccines,17−19 and is FDA-approved in a
topical formulation (Aldara, 3M) for the treatment of genital
warts, superficial basal cell carcinoma, actinic keratosis, and
melanoma.20 However, the low aqueous solubility of IMQ
imposes significant formulation challenges that have restricted
its use to topical applications.21 Moreover, IMQ and
structurally related imidazoquinoline compounds with higher
aqueous solubility (e.g., resiquimod and gardiquimod) diffuse
rapidly after administration with minimal accumulation in
draining lymph nodes.18,22−24 These unfavorable physicochem-
ical and pharmacokinetic properties reduce the efficacy of IMQ
as a vaccine adjuvant and can give rise to systemic inflammation
and toxic side effects.25−27

These challenges motivate the design of particle-based
delivery systems for IMQ and other small molecule TLR7/8
agonists that can extend half-life,18 reduce systemic distribu-
tion,23,28 enhance uptake by antigen presenting cells
(APCs),29−31 and/or promote accumulation and/or retention
in tumors and/or lymph nodes.18,32 Moreover, for vaccine
applications, dual delivery of protein antigens and TLR
agonists,18,33−35 including IMQ,30,36,37 on a single carrier can
further potentiate immune responses by increasing the
probability that antigen and TLR agonist reach the same
antigen presenting cell. To date, most approaches for IMQ
delivery have utilized emulsified polymeric micro- and nano-
particles to encapsulate IMQ in a degradable matrix (e.g.,

Figure 1. Fatty acid-mimetic micelles for dual delivery of antigen and adjuvant. (A) P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA-co-MAA) polymers with varying
LMA composition were synthesized via RAFT polymerization. (B) The hydrophilic shell was composed of PEGMA and a small percentage of thiol-
reactive PDSM for the conjugation of antigens. The hydrophobic and fatty acid-mimetic core comprising LMA and MAA drives micelle assembly,
creating an optimal environment for IMQ loading. (C) Representative size distribution (number-average) measured via DLS of LMA75, LMA50,
and LMA25. (D) Representative cell viability of BMDCs after incubation with P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA-co-MAA) micelles for 24 h as
measured with Alamar Blue assay. The assay was repeated three times in 4 replicates and the viability results were normalized according to the
control treatment (untreated cells). Error bars represents standard deviation.
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PLGA particles).29−32,38 These approaches can suffer from low
IMQ loading, burstlike release kinetics, and particle sizes
greater than 200 nm that do not efficiently harness lymphatic
trafficking to increase uptake in draining lymph nodes39 nor
accumulate in tumors via the enhanced permeability and
retention (EPR) effect.40 Moreover, for vaccine applications,
particle fabrication often exposes antigens to organic solvents
and harsh processing conditions that can degrade or denature
subunit antigens.41 These limitations have prompted explora-
tion of alternative carrier systems (e.g., liposomes, cubosomes,
chitosan nanocapsules)36,37,42 and approaches for delivery of
IMQ and other small molecule TLR7/8 agonists, including
recent pioneering work by the Seder and De Geest groups on
covalent ligation of novel, but non-FDA approved, imidazo-
quinolines to polymeric carriers.18,23 In the present study, we
describe the rational design of sub-100 nm polymer nano-
particles for dual delivery of IMQ and protein subunit antigens.
Unlike most hydrophobic compounds for which polymeric

delivery systems have been developed (e.g., paclitaxel), IMQ
also has low solubility in most common organic solvents (e.g.,
chloroform, methanol, acetone), which imposes unique
challenges for carrier development. Nonetheless, IMQ is highly
soluble in many fatty acids;21 indeed, isostearic acid acts as the
primary solubilizing agent in the topical formulation Aldara.
Hence, we hypothesized that synthetic polymers mimicking the
structure of fatty acids - fatty acid-mimetic - designed to form
micellar nanoparticles will enhance IMQ solubility and delivery
(Figure 1A-B). Here we describe a new class of vaccine carrier
composed of a hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether
methacrylate (PEGMA) corona featuring pyridyl disulfide
methacrylate (PDSM) functionalities for the conjugation of
thiolated-antigens,33,43−45 and a fatty acid-mimetic core
containing lauryl methacrylate (LMA) and methacrylic acid
(MAA) for encapsulation of IMQ. Reversible addition−
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization46,47 was
used to synthesize a series of (PEGMA-co-PDSM)-block-(LMA-
co-MAA) copolymers, and the effect of second block
composition on micellar self-assembly, IMQ encapsulation,
drug release kinetics, and immunostimulatory activity was
explored. These investigations unveiled a window in copolymer
composition in which a balance of hydrophobic and acidic
monomers enabled efficient IMQ loading into charge-neutral,
highly PEGylated, 30 nm particles that facilitated enhanced
TLR7 activation in vitro. Pendant PDSM groups in the
hydrophilic micelle corona were exploited for covalent
conjugation of protein antigen via a reducible disulfide bond,
facilitating dual delivery of IMQ and subunit antigens. Finally,
we demonstrate the ability of this subunit vaccine platform to
enhance murine antigen-specific pulmonary and systemic CD8+

T cell immune responses, as well as humoral responses, using a
needle-free, intranasal delivery route.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
RAFT Synthesis of P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA-co-MAA). A

series of poly(poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate-co-
pyridyldisulfide ethyl methacrylate)-block-(lauryl methacrylate-co-
methacrylic acid) (P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA-co-MAA)) block
copolymers with LMA content of 25, 50, and 75 mol % was
synthesized via RAFT polymerization. PDSM monomer was
synthesized according to the procedure reported in the literature
with minor modifications (Scheme S1 and Figure S1, Supporting
Information)48,49 and commercial monomers (PEGMA Mn 300 g/
mol, LMA, tert-butyl methacrylate (t-BMA), Sigma-Aldrich) were
purified via basic alumina gel column chromatography prior to use.

A P(PEGMA-co-PDSM) macroRAFT chain transfer agent (CTA)
was synthesized at a molar ratio of 100:1:0.2 representing total
monomer, CTA, and initiator ratios, respectively. In brief, 6.2 g of
PEGMA (20 mmol), 460 mg of PDSM (1.8 mmol), 62 mg of RAFT
agent 4-(cyanopentanoic acid)-4-dithiobenzoate (CPADB; 0.22 mmol,
Sigma-Aldrich), and 7.4 mg of initiator 2,2-azobis(isobutyronitrile)
(AIBN; 0.04 mmol, recrystallized twice from methanol prior to use,
Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in 45 mL of anhydrous toluene, sealed
with a rubber septa and purged with N2(g) for 30 min on ice. The
mixture was polymerized at 70 °C for 6 h. The crude mixture was
analyzed by 1H NMR (CDCl3) to determine conversion from the
monomeric vinyl peaks (-CCH2, δ = 6.2−5.6) and the PEGMA O-
CH2CH2 peak (δ = 4.2) (DPn:36). The polymer was purified by
precipitating the crude product into cold pentane (4×) and vacuum
drying overnight. The composition and molecular weight of the
purified macroRAFT was obtained by 1H NMR (Figure S2) and gel
permeation chromatography (GPC, Agilent; mobile phase HPLC-
grade dimethylformamide (DMF) containing 0.1% LiBr), respectively.
Molecular weight and polydispersity indices (PDI) were calculated
using the ASTRA V Software (Wyatt Technology).

1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz in ppm): 8.46 (1H, aromatic proton
ortho-N), 7.68 (2H, aromatic proton meta-N and para-N), 7.12 (1H,
aromatic proton, orthodisulfide linkage), 4.19 (2H, -S-S-CH2CH2O-),
4.06 (2H, -O-CH2CH2-), 3.63 (12H, -O-(CH2CH2-O)n), 3.53 (2H,
-O-CH2CH2-), 3.36 (3H, CH2-O-CH3-), 3.03 (2H, -S-S-CH2CH2O−-
), 1.01 (3H, methyl proton of the methacryloyl group), 0.86 (3H, -C-
CH3)

The macroRAFT CTA was chain extended with LMA and t-BMA
monomers followed by acid hydrolysis of the tert-butyl group to form
fatty-acid mimetic block copolymers with varying LMA composition
(25, 50, and 75 mol % LMA, described herein as LMA25, LMA50, and
LMA75, respectively). A representative polymerization (LMA25)
consisted of the dissolution of LMA (0.25 g, 1 mmol), t-BMA (0.42 g,
3 mmol), macroRAFT (440 mg, 0.04 mmol), and AIBN (1.32 mg,
0.008 mmol) in anhydrous toluene (2 mL). The mixture was purged
with N2(g) for 30 min on ice and reacted for 9 h at 70 °C. The
resultant diblock copolymer was purified by membrane dialysis
(Snakeskin dialysis tubing MWCO 3500, Thermo Scientific) against
acetone:water (Ace:H2O 80:20 v/v, water ratio was increased each
day) for 3 days followed by lyophilization and analyzed via 1H NMR
(Figure S3) and GPC.

1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz in ppm): 3.93 (2H, -O-CH2CH2-),
1.57 (2H, -O-CH2CH2-), 1.41 (9H, -C-(CH3)3), 1.25 (18H, CH2-
(CH2)6-CH3), 1.02 (3H, -C-CH3), 0.87 (3H, -C-CH3)

P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA25-co-t-BMA75) (370 mg, 1.96 mmol
tert-butyl ester) was dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM; 4.1 mL).
The diblock copolymer was dissolved for 10 min followed by dropwise
addition of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA; 0.747 mL, 9.77 mmol) under
vigorous stirring. The reaction continued to stir for 30 h at RT. Excess
TFA and DCM were removed via rotary evaporation and deprotected
polymer was dried under vacuum overnight. Removal of tert-butyl
group from the copolymer was verified by 1H NMR. After 3 day
dialysis (MWCO: 3500) against Ace:H2O (80:20 v/v) mixture
followed by lyophilization, the fatty acid-mimetic copolymers were
further characterized by 1H NMR (Figure S4) and GPC (Figure S5).

1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz in ppm): 12.32 (1H, OC-OH),
3.87 (2H, -O-CH2CH2-), 1.57 (2H, -O-CH2CH2-), 1.28 (18H, CH2-
(CH2)6-CH3), 0.91 (3H, -C-CH3), 0.80 (3H, -C-CH3)

Preparation and Characterization of Block Copolymer
Micelles. P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA-co-MAA) micelles were
obtained by dissolving 10 mg of polymer in 200 μL of
methanol:dimethyl sulfoxide (MeOH:DMSO; 80:20 v/v) followed
by the slow addition of 0.1 M HEPES buffer (pH 7.4, Gibco) yielding
a final concentration of 5 mg/mL. For in vivo studies, MeOH:DMSO
was removed by buffer exchange into 0.1 M HEPES via 4 cycles of
centrifugal dialysis (Amicon, MWCO 3000, Millipore). Prior to use,
micelle solutions were filter sterilized (0.22 μm, Pall Corporation) and
copolymer concentrations were determined via UV−vis spectroscopy
(Synergy H1Multi-Mode Reader, BioTek). The critical micelle
concentration (CMC), size, surface charge, and morphology of each
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block copolymer were characterized through fluorescence spectrosco-
py (Synergy H1Multi-Mode Reader, BioTek), dynamic light scattering
(DLS), ζ-potential, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI
Tecnai Osiris), respectively. Polymer CMC values were determined
using fluorescence and particle stability studies. Nile red (NR, Sigma-
Aldrich), a hydrophobic dye that exhibits strong fluorescence within
intact micelles,50 was utilized as the fluorescence probe. Polymer
solutions were prepared at varying concentrations from 0.0001 to 1
mg/mL and were incubated with NR stock solution (1 mg/mL in
MeOH:DMSO (80:20)) at a 100:1 (v/v) ratio for 24 h under
continuous stirring in the dark at RT. Samples were filtered (0.45 μm
PTFE, Thermo Scientific) and the excitation spectrum of NR was
measured in 96-well plates (UV-Star Microplates, Greiner Bio-One) at
an excitation wavelength of 550 nm and the emission was monitored
from 580 to 680 nm. The stability, hydrodynamic size, and ζ-potential
of polymer micelles were analyzed by DLS using a Malvern
Instruments Zetasizer Nano ZS Instrument (Malvern, USA) equipped
with a 4 mV He−Ne laser operating at λ = 633 nm, an avalanche
photodiode detector with high quantum efficiency, and an ALV/LSE-
5003 multiple tau digital correlator electronics system. To determine
the concentration at which the micelles exhibited morphological
changes, particle sizes were measured over 10-fold range of serial
dilutions with HEPES from 1 mg/mL to 0.001 mg/mL. TEM samples
were prepared by placing 10 μL of micelle solution (1 mg/mL) onto
copper grids (Formvar stabilized with carbon 400 mesh, Ted Pella
Inc.). After 2 min of incubation, the excess solution was removed with
filter paper and the grids were left to dry overnight before being
imaged by TEM.
Drug Encapsulation Efficiency and Release Profile. A polymer

micelle solution of 5 mg/mL was incubated with IMQ (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Inc.) at a ratio of 3.3:1 (w/w) under continuous
shaking (1100 rpm) for 48 h at RT. Nonencapsulated and insoluble
IMQ was removed by centrifugation (4000g for 5 min) followed by
sterile filtration (0.22 μm). IMQ concentration was quantified in
solvent-resistant UV-Star microplates via diluting 10 μL of IMQ-
loaded micelle solution in 90 μL of DMSO and measuring
fluorescence at excitation/emission wavelengths of 325/365 nm. A
calibration curve of fluorescence intensity vs IMQ concentration
(ranging from 6.25 to 200 μM with an R2 value of 0.99) prepared in a
similar fashion (DMSO:HEPES 9:1, v/v) was used for calculating the
amount of IMQ encapsulated in the micelles. Drug loading capacity
(DLC) was determined through the ratio of encapsulated IMQ to total
micelles (mg/g).51

To assess IMQ release kinetics, we placed 100 μL of IMQ loaded
micelles were placed in a dialysis device (Slide-A-Lyzer MINI Dialysis
Device, MWCO 3500, 0.5 mL, ThermoFisher Scientific) and dialyzed
against 5 mL of buffer solutions (0.3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.0), 0.1
M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
supplemented with 10% Heat Inactivated-Fetal Bovine Serum (HI-
FBS, Gibco)) under continuous stirring. The buffer was collected and
replaced with 5 mL of fresh buffer at predetermined time points. The
collected dialysates were lyophilized, reconstituted in buffer-dependent
solvent mixtures (DMSO:H2O (1:1 v/v) for pH 5.0, DMSO:TFA:HCl
(4:6:1 v/v) for pH 7.4 and DMSO:H2O:HCl (2:4:1 v/v) for PBS
supplemented with 10% FBS buffered samples) and the concentration
of IMQ was determined via fluorescence spectroscopy using a
calibration curve comprising standard solutions of IMQ in their
respective solvent mixtures.
Assessment of In Vitro Cytotoxicity. Antigen presenting cells

[bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDC) and RAW264.7
(macrophages)] and tumor cells [B16−F10 murine melanoma cell
line and A549 human lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cell line] were
used to assess the toxicity of both empty and drug loaded micelle
solutions at various concentrations. RAW264.7 and B16−F10 lines
were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium w/L-Glutamine
(DMEM, Gibco) containing 4.5 g/L glucose while A549 cells were
cultivated in Kaighn’s Modification of Ham’s F-12 Medium (F-12K,
ATCC) containing 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate; both growth
mediums were supplemented with 10% HI-FBS. BM cells were
isolated from both the femurs and tibias of 8−12 week old male wild-

type C57BL/6J mice. After muscle tissue removal and ethanol
sterilization of the bones, bone marrow was flushed out over a strainer
with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS; Corning). Cells
were then rinsed with DPBS, lysed using ACK Lysis buffer, (Gibco)
and resuspended in complete growth medium GM-RPMI (Roswell
Park Memorial Institute medium w/L-Glutamine (RPMI-1640, Gibco)
supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% Penicillin Streptomycin (Gibco), 10
mM HEPES, 1X nonessential amino acids (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mM
sodium pyruvate (Gibco), 55 μM 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich),
50 μg/mL Gentamycin (Life Technologies), 2.5 μg/mL Amphotericin
B (Corning) and 10 ng/mL Granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor (GM-CSF, Peprotech)). BMDC emerging from
this were cultured and supplemented with additional GM-RPMI on
days 3 and 7 and were employed in experiments on days 8 to 12 after
harvest.

BMDC, RAW264.7, B16-F10, and A549 were seeded into 96-well
plates (appropriate number of cells needed for each well was
determined from growth curves: 5 × 103 cells/well for B16−F10
and 10 × 103 cells/well for BMDC, RAW264.7, and A549) and
incubated at 37 °C in 5% CO2 and 95% humidity for 24 h to ensure
adherence. Upon surface attachment, cells were incubated with both
empty and IMQ-loaded micelles at varying concentrations (5−500 μg/
mL). After 24 h of incubation, 20 μL of AlamarBlue dye was added to
each well, and incubated for an additional 5 h.52 Absorbance was
measured at 570 nm and percent viability was expressed with respect
to untreated cells (i.e., 100% viable). The treatments were done with
four replicates and the assay was independently repeated three times.

In Vitro Evaluation of the TLR7 Pathway Activation in RAW-
Blue Macrophages. RAW-Blue reporter cells (InvivoGen), a
RAW264.7 macrophage derivative that contains an NF-κB and AP-1
inducible secreted embryonic alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) construct,
were employed to investigate the effect of micellar IMQ delivery on
TLR7 activation. Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at 15 × 104 cells/
well concentration (180 μL/well) and incubated with empty micelles,
free, and encapsulated-IMQ treatments (20 μL/well) at various
concentrations for 24 h. Because of poor solubility in 0.1 M HEPES,
free IMQ treatments were prepared from a stock solution in DMSO (1
mg/mL) which was then diluted into cell culture medium to desired
concentrations. To measure SEAP levels, cell culture supernatants (50
μL/well) were incubated with 150 μL/well of the SEAP substrate
QUANTI-Blue (InvivoGen) in a 96-well plate for 3 h at 37 °C. SEAP
levels were determined by UV−vis measurements at 650 nm.

In Vitro BMDC Activation and Maturation. BMDCs were
seeded at 2 × 105 cells/well (in 24-well plates) and 1 × 106 cells/well
(in 6-well plates) 24 h prior to treatment. Cells were incubated with
empty micelles, free, and encapsulated-IMQ treatments at various
concentrations for 24 h. BMDCs treated with only 0.1 M HEPES and
only lipopolysaccharide (LPS, 5 μg/mL, eBioscience) in RPMI
medium were used as negative and positive controls, respectively.
Cell supernatants in the 24-well plates were collected and analyzed for
different cytokines (IL-6, TNFα, IL-1β, and IL-12) by ELISA (ELISA
Ready-SET-Go! eBioscience) following the manufacturer’s protocol.
Cell surface immunostaining was employed for investigating BMDC
maturation. Accordingly, cells cultivated in 6-well plates were
harvested, preincubated with TruStain fcX (BioLegend) for 10 min
on ice to block the Fc receptors, and subsequently stained with
fluorescently labeled antibodies anti-CD40-PE, anti-CD80-APC, anti-
CD86-PE-Cy7, and anti-MHC-II-APC-Cy7 (BioLegend) for 30 min at
4 °C. LPS stimulated BMDCs were stained with isotype controls
(BioLegend) and used in background subtraction. Ten thousand
events were acquired by LSRII flow cytometry (BD Biosciences) and
the data was analyzed via FlowJo Software (Tree Star v10.0.8).

Preparation of Micelle-Antigen Conjugates. Polymer micelles
were decorated with ovalbumin protein [OVA; Sigma-Aldrich (for in
vitro studies) or EndoFit ovalbumin, InvivoGen (for in vivo studies)]
via thiol−disulfide exchange. Following manufacturer’s instructions,
OVA was first labeled with either fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC,
Thermo Scientific) or AlexaFluor488-TFP (Invitrogen) with a degree
labeling of ∼1 dye/OVA. OVA was then thiolated using 25 molar
excess of 2-iminothiolane (Traut’s reagent, Thermo Scientific) and
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buffer exchanged into 1X PBS using a Zeba desalting column (0.5 mL,
MWCO 7000, Thermo Scientific) as previously described.33 After
sterile filtration (0.2 μm) the number of thiols per protein (4−5
thiols/OVA) were determined with Ellman’s reagent (Thermo
Scientific). Polymer micelle solutions were reacted with thiolated-
OVA at various molar ratios in 0.1 M HEPES (pH 7.4) overnight in
the dark at RT under continuous shaking. Antigen conjugation and
subsequent disulfide reduction with 20 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)-
phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP, Sigma-Aldrich) was verified via gel
electrophoresis using 4−20% Mini-Protean TGX Precast Protein Gel
(Bio-Rad). The free micelle lanes (LMA50 and LMA50-IMQ) were
used for subtracting background fluorescence from their respective
conjugates (OVA-LMA50 and OVA-LMA50-IMQ). Gels were imaged
(Gel Doc EZ, Bio-Rad) and conjugation was quantified with Image
Lab (Bio-Rad) software.
In Vitro Antigen and IMQ Uptake by APCs. Intracellular uptake

of vaccine formulations was evaluated in a dendritic cell line (DC2.4)
using AlexaFluor488-labeled OVA (OVA488), a model fluorescent
hydrophobic drug (NR), and IMQ. Cells were plated at 7.5 × 103

cells/well in 24-well plates and allowed to adhere overnight. DCs were
then incubated with treatments groups containing 10 μg OVA488 with
or without 2.5 μg IMQ and/or 0.12 mg polymer for 24 h. The
formulations were as follows: free OVA488, OVA488 conjugated to
polymer (OVA488-LMA50), IMQ encapsulated by polymer-OVA488
conjugates (OVA488-LMA50-IMQ), OVA488 mixed with IMQ
(OVA488+IMQ), free NR, NR encapsulated by polymer-OVA488
conjugates (OVA488-LMA50-NR) and free OVA488 mixed with NR
(OVA488+NR). To provide an accurate comparison among treatment
groups, OVA controls used for in vitro uptake (OVA488) and MHC-I
presentation (OVA) studies were thiolated proteins. Consistent with
the encapsulation protocol used in CMC investigations, polymer
solutions (5 mg/mL) were incubated with NR (1 mg/mL in
MeOH:DMSO (80:20)) for 24 h at RT. Excess dye was removed
by sterile filtration, the encapsulated dye content was quantified and
matched to the dye content of all NR formulations. After 24 h, cells
were collected, rinsed twice with PBS, and resuspended in flow
cytometry staining (FACS) buffer (PBS containing 2% HI-FBS). Flow
cytometry (Guava easyCyte, EMD Millipore) was used to monitor the
uptake of OVA and NR.
In Vitro MHC-I Antigen Presentation. DC2.4 cells were

employed as model antigen presenting cells to analyze the effect of
IMQ and polymer carriers on MHC class I (MHC-I) presentation.
DC2.4 (H-2Kb-positive) cells were kindly provided by K. Rock
(University of Massachusetts Medical School) and cultured in RPMI
supplemented with 10% HI-FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1% Penicillin
Streptomycin, 55 μM 2-mercaptoethanol, 1× nonessential amino
acids, and 10 mM HEPES. This study utilized a 25-D1.16-PE
monoclonal antibody (eBioscience) which recognizes the immuno-
dominant OVA257−264 epitope SIINFEKL bound to H-2Kb, a murine
MHC-I molecule.53 DC2.4 cells were seeded in 12-well plates at 2 ×
105 cells/well and incubated for 24 h to ensure adherence. Cells were
incubated with a variety of formulations (free OVA, OVA-LMA50,
OVA-LMA50-IMQ, and OVA+IMQ) featuring 40 μg OVA with or
without 10 μg IMQ and/or 0.5 mg polymer for 24 h. As a positive
control, untreated cells were pulsed with 20 μM OVA257−264
(InvivoGen) peptide for 2 h prior to staining. After incubation, cells
were rinsed with PBS, detached, and resuspended in fresh FACS
buffer. After TruStain fcX treatment, cells were stained with 25-D1.16-
PE for 30 min at 4 °C, washed twice with FACS buffer, and analyzed
via flow cytometry (Guava easyCyte, EMD Millipore).
Animals. Male C57BL/6 mice (6−8 weeks) were purchased from

The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME), maintained at the animal
facilities of Vanderbilt University under conventional conditions, and
experimented upon in accordance with the regulations and guidelines
of Vanderbilt University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC).
Intranasal Immunization. Low endotoxin grade OVA (<1 EU/

mg, EndoFit) and sterile buffer solutions (1X PBS or 0.1 M HEPES at
pH 7.4) were used for vaccine formulations. Endotoxin levels of the
copolymer vaccines were tested using a ToxinSensor Chromogenic

LAL endotoxin assay kit (GenScript) and found to be ≤5 EU/mL as
recommended by the United States Pharmacopoeia.54 The two
experimental groups were IMQ encapsulated by polymer-OVA
conjugates (OVA-LMA50-IMQ) and OVA mixed with soluble IMQ
(OVA+IMQ). Formulations were prepared 3 days prior to
immunization and were stored sterile at 4 °C. Polymer solutions
buffer exchanged into 0.1 M HEPES were incubated with IMQ for 48
h. Following the removal of free IMQ via centrifugation and sterile
filtration as described above, IMQ-loaded polymers were conjugated
with freshly thiolated endotoxin free OVA (4 thiols/OVA in PBS)
overnight. The control formulation, OVA+IMQ, was prepared by
mixing OVA and soluble IMQ (5 mg/mL in 0.1 M lactic acid, Sigma-
Aldrich) overnight.

Mice were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (10 mg/mL
ketamine hydrochloride injection, Vedco; 1 mg/mL xylazine hydro-
chloride injection; Vanderbilt Pharmacy) by intraperitoneal (i.p.)
injections (100 μL anesthesia/18 g mice). Groups of anesthetized mice
(n = 5) were immunized intranasally (i.n.) on day 0 with formulations
containing 40 μg OVA and 10 μg IMQ with or without 0.5 mg
polymer. Vaccine formulations were delivered through the nostrils into
the lungs at 100 μL/mouse. Animals were monitored every day from
day 0 to day 12 for weight loss and signs of distress.

Analysis of OVA-Specific CD8+ T cell Responses. On day 12
after immunizations, mice were anesthetized and administered 200 μL
of anti-CD45-APC antibody (BD Biosciences) intravenously (i.v.).
This procedure stains leukocytes in the vasculature. Five minutes after
injection, mice were euthanized with CO2, and broncheoalveolar
lavage (BAL) fluid, lungs, and spleens were collected from each mouse.
Organs were harvested and processed as previously described.55 In
brief, organs were passed through a 70 μm cell strainer and were lysed
with ACK lysing buffer (Gibco) forming single cell suspensions. Prior
to processing, lung samples were minced with a scalpel and incubated
for 1 h at 37 °C in complete RPMI medium supplemented with 2 mg/
mL collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich) and 50 nM dasatinib (LC
Laboratories). Single cell suspensions from the BAL fluid, lungs, and
spleens were stained at 4 °C with anti-B220-FITC (BD Biosciences),
anti-CD4-FITC (BD Biosciences), anti-CD11b-FITC (Tonbo Bio-
sciences), anti-CD11c-FITC (Tonbo Biosciences), anti-CD8α-Pacif-
icBlue (BD Biosciences), and 1.5 μg/mL of PE-labeled OVA257−264
(SIINFEKL)-H-2Kb tetramer prepared according to a previously
reported procedure.56 After 1 h, cells were rinsed and stained with
propidium iodide (BD Biosciences) to discriminate live from dead
cells. LSRII flow cytometry (BD Biosciences) determined the
frequency of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells (tetramer-positive, CD8-
positive population) and all data were analyzed using FlowJo Software
(Tree Star v10.0.8).

Measurement of Antigen-Specific IgG Production in Sera of
Immunized Mice. Retro-orbital blood draws were performed using
plain capillary tubes (Fisher Scientific) 2 days prior to sacrifice (day
10), and serum was isolated and stored at −20 °C until further
analysis. ELISA microtiter plates (Nunc MaxiSorp) were coated with
10 μg/mL OVA in 1X PBS and incubated overnight at 4 °C and
blocked with PBS/0.01% Tween 20 (PBST; Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h at
RT. Starting from a 1:25 dilution, serum was added to the wells in 3-
fold serial dilutions in PBST. In parallel, control-serum from naiv̈e
mice was used to determine the background. Following a 2 h
incubation period, plates were rinsed with PBST (4X) and incubated
with secondary antibody (goat antimouse IgG conjugated to
horseradish peroxidase (HRP), Southern Biotech; diluted 1:5000)
for 1 h at RT. After washes, antibody binding was detected with 100
μL of 1-step ultra TMB-ELISA substrate (ThermoFisher); after
stopping HRP reaction with 2 N H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich), absorbance
was measured at 450 nm, end point titers were determined from the
reciprocal of serum dilution corresponding to 2.5× higher absorbance
value than that of the control-serum.30

Statistical Analysis. Data analysis was performed on Graphpad
Prism software using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) coupled
with Tukey’s post-test to compare statistical significance among
multiple groups (>2). Differences between two groups were analyzed
by an unpaired, t test. Results were expressed as the mean of a minimal
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of two independent experiments ± SD, with ****P < 0.0001, ***P <
0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05 being considered statistically significant.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Characterization of Fatty Acid-Mimetic
Polymers. IMQ has demonstrated a promising solubility
profile in the presence of long-chain fatty acids such as oleic
acid (20 mg/mL) and isostearic acid (17 mg/mL),21 which act
as the primary solubilizing agents for the FDA-approved topical
IMQ cream Aldara. Notably, solubility is dependent on both
lipid and carboxylic acid groups as solubility in isopropyl
palmitate and sorbitan monooleate is very low (<0.1 mg/
mL).21 Hence, we hypothesized that polymer micelles with a
core comprising long alkyl chained hydrophobic groups and
acidic moieties would facilitate encapsulation of IMQ.
To test this hypothesis, we synthesized a series of novel

diblock copolymers with a hydrophilic first block of PEGMA
and thiol-reactive PDSM groups, and a second block
comprising variable compositions of a 12 carbon alkyl
monomer (LMA) and an acidic monomer (MAA). Using the
RAFT polymerization technique, which has been widely
utilized for generating well-defined polymers with complex
architectures, controlled molecular weights, and narrow
molecular weight distributions,47 P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-
(LMA-co-MAA) block copolymers were synthesized in a
three-step process (Scheme S2).
To enhance stability and biocompatibility, we polymerized a

hydrophilic first block composed of PEGMA and PDSM in the
presence of CPABD, a dithioester RAFT agent that has been
widely used for the polymerization of methacrylates.57 PEGMA
forms a brushlike conformation that has been shown to
improve circulation times of macromolecules58,59 while also
enabling copolymerization with reactive monomers, such as
PDSM.59 The theoretical molecular weight (Mn) was calculated
to be 11000 g/mol from 1H NMR, whereas GPC analysis
resulted in an experimental Mn of 13700 g/mol with a PDI of
1.09 (Table 1). The final composition of the first block
consisted of 92 mol % PEGMA along with 8 mol % PDSM,
which has been found to be a sufficient amount of pyridyl
disulfide moieties for antigen conjugation by other nanocarriers
that have been used for in vivo applications.43,45,60

Using P(PEGMA-co-PDSM) as a macro-RAFT agent, a
second block was polymerized with LMA -a lipid-like monomer
that serves the dual purpose of increasing IMQ solubility and
driving micelle formation- and t-BMA monomers. Because of
the difference in solubility and rate of polymerization among
MAA and LMA monomers,57 t-BMA was initially copoly-
merized with LMA then acid hydrolyzed forming MAA units.

Tert-butyl esters are effective protecting groups on account of
their acid-cleavable labile ester-alkyl bonds.61−63 Studies have
shown a strong correlation between the size of a micelle’s
hydrophobic core and its DLC,64 with a hydrophobic to
hydrophilic block ratio of 1.5 demonstrating augmented drug
loading properties;65 thus fatty acid-mimetic copolymers were
designed with the same core to corona ratio.
To obtain polymers of varying hydrophobic and acidic

composition, we performed polymerizations with increasing
LMA content in the feed (Table 1). The composition of the
second block was calculated from the integrations of relevant
LMA and t-BMA proton signals in the 1H NMR spectra at 3.93
ppm (2H) and 1.41 ppm (9H), respectively (Figure S3). The
final polymer composition reflected the monomer mole ratio in
the feed, indicating statistical placement of the two monomers
along the second block of the polymer chain. Following chain
extension, copolymer peaks shift to higher molecular weights
and display a monomodal GPC trace, indicating that the
polymerization occurs in the absence of side reactions that can
trigger branched or terminated polydisperse chains (Figure S5).
Conversion of tert-butyl ester groups to carboxylic acids was

achieved through a well-established selective TFA hydrolysis
process that specifically cleaves tert-butyl moieties without
affecting other types of esters.66 Deprotection was monitored
by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6 where the disappearance of the tert-
butyl resonance at 1.41 ppm along with the formation of an
acidic proton at 12.32 ppm confirmed the completion of
hydrolysis (Figure S4). A clear increase in polymer solubility in
polar organic solvents (e.g., DMF) was another indicator of
ester bond cleavage. To verify the selective deprotection of tert-
butyl groups with TFA, a control experiment was conducted
where the macroRAFT and P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA)
(LMA100; Mn,theo = 31 000 g/mol) polymers were separately
treated with TFA for 30 h at RT. Results indicated that acid
hydrolysis conditions applied for the cleavage of tert-butyl ester
did not cleave ester linkages within the other monomers.

Diblock Copolymers Self-Assemble into Micellar
Nanoparticles with a Fatty Acid-Mimetic Core. To
generate nanoparticles with a fatty acid-mimetic core for the
encapsulation of IMQ, polymer micelles were formed by the
self-assembly of P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA-co-MAA)
chains in aqueous solution (Figure 1A, B). Solubility trials
were conducted using a range of water-miscible, organic
cosolvents, and a mixture of MeOH:DMSO (80:20 v/v) was
ultimately found to solubilize all polymers in the series with
varying oleophilic content (i.e., LMA25, LMA50, and LMA75).
Micelles were prepared by dissolving the copolymers in the
organic cosolvent at 50 mg/mL followed by diluting the

Table 1. Properties of Copolymers for Dual Delivery of Protein Antigen and IMQ

[M]t
a polymer composition conversionb (%) Mn

c (g/mol) Mn,theo
d (g/mol) ΣMn,theo

e (g/mol) PDIf

1st Block (P(PEGMA-co-PDSM))
0.5 92 mol % PEGMA 36 13 700 11 000 1.09

2nd Block Addition (P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA-co-MAA))
2 75 mol % LMA 74 25 000 16 700 27 700 1.01
2 50 mol % LMA 73 30 000 15 000 26 000 1.16
2 25 mol % LMA 71 28 000 12 000 23 000 1.06

aTotal monomer feed concentration, polymerization conditions: solvent toluene and temperature 70 °C. bMonomer conversion determined by 1H
NMR. cThe number of average molecular weight determined by GPC analysis. dThe theoretical molecular weight calculated by Mn,theo= (([M]0/
[RAFT]0)·conversion·MWmonomer) + MWRAFT), where [M]0, [RAFT]0, conversion, MWmonomer, and MWRAFT are the initial monomer, and RAFT
agent concentrations, monomer conversion, molecular weight of the monomer, and molecular weight of the RAFT agent, respectively. eThe total
theoretical molecular weight determined by the sum of the 1st and 2nd blocks. fPolydispersity index.
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solutions 10-fold into HEPES buffer (pH 7.4). The gradual
dilution process allowed the polymers to spontaneously self-
assemble into micelles with P(PEGMA-co-PDSM) forming an
outer shell around the P(LMA-co-MAA) core. The size, surface
charge, and morphology of LMA75, LMA50, and LMA25
copolymers was characterized in comparison to control-block
copolymers, LMA100 and LMA0 ((PEGMA)-b-(MAA); Mn,theo

= 30 000 g/mol), which were synthesized to represent both
ends of the copolymer composition spectrum.
DLS measurements indicated average hydrodynamic diam-

eters of 51.6, 30.1, and 21.4 nm for LMA75, LMA50, and
LMA25 respectively (Figure 1C and Figure S6A, B). The
hydrodynamic diameter of micelles (Table 2) displays a strong
correlation between increased LMA content and the micelle
size, a likely result of the sterically demanding LMA units
within the core increasing chain persistence length and
occupying a higher volume.65,67 TEM imaging (Figure S6C)
of LMA50 confirmed particle size and indicated a spherical
particle morphology. Also consistent with micellar assembly,
the negative charges originating from MAA moieties were
successfully shielded by the PEGMA corona in LMA75 and
LMA50 copolymers, resulting in ζ-potential measurements of
0.025 and 0.018 mV, respectively. A decrease in the ζ-potential
is observed for LMA25 (−8.45 mV) because of the higher mole
ratio of MAA and lower feed molar ratio of steric LMA groups,
which are proficient at hindering charge,68 within the
copolymer structure.
Two complementary methods, a fluorescence probe

technique and DLS stability assay, were used to determine
the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of micelles of variable
core LMA content.69,70 The fluorescence intensity of NR, a
well-established lipophilic florescent probe,71,72 was measured
as a function of polymer concentration. At concentrations
above the CMC, NR exhibits dramatically higher fluorescence
emission, indicating that the dye is encapsulated in a
hydrophobic micellar core (Figure S7A, B). The CMC values
of LMA75, LMA50, and LMA25 copolymers were estimated to
be 0.093, 0.088, and 0.165 mg/mL, respectively, which is
similar to other block copolymer micelles used for hydrophobic
drug delivery reported in the literature (Table 1).51,73,74 To
validate CMC measurements, we used a DLS-based dilution
method in which hydrodynamic diameters of copolymers were
measured at concentrations ranging from 1 mg/mL to 0.001
mg/mL (Figure S7C and Table S1). Particle size remained
stable between 0.1−0.01 mg/mL (for LMA75 and LMA50)
and 0.5−0.1 mg/mL (for LMA25), consistent with the CMC
range determined with NR encapsulation.

Compared to the other copolymers, LMA25 demonstrated a
nearly 2-fold increase in its CMC value as result of its higher
negative charge and reduced core hydrophobicity. As expected,
LMA0 was not able to form micelles, likely existing as unimers
in aqueous solution due to the absence of hydrophobic micellar
driving forces in the second block. The small size, neutral zeta
potential, and brushlike PEGMA shell render fatty acid-mimetic
carriers well-suited for increasing drug circulation time,
enhancing lymphatic drainage from injection sites,39 and
facilitating passive accumulation at tumor sites via the enhanced
permeation and retention (EPR) effect.40,75 Though micelles
were specifically designed to accommodate the unique
solubility requirements of IMQ, they also have potential utility
as carriers for hydrophobic drugs or cationic macromolecules.

IMQ Encapsulation and Release from Fatty Acid-
Mimetic Micelles. Based on the high solubility of IMQ in
fatty acids, but not other organic solvents, we postulated that a
micelle core comprising a statistical copolymer of long alkyl
chain and carboxylic acid monomers would provide a favorable
environment for IMQ loading. To evaluate this and to elucidate
how the molar ratio of alkyl chains to acidic groups influences
IMQ solubility, the DLC of IMQ in each micelle formulation
was quantified. Preformed micelles were incubated with IMQ
for 24 and 48 h under continuous stirring. Under the same
conditions, a control sample without micelles was prepared to
determine IMQ solubility in 0.1 M HEPES (4.5 and 6.0 μg/mL
for 24 and 48 h, respectively). As additional controls,
structurally analogous diblock copolymers lacking acidic groups
(LMA100) or without a micellar morphology (LMA0) were
prepared. Free IMQ was removed by centrifugation and
filtration, followed by a 10-fold dilution into DMSO, facilitating
the release of IMQ which was then quantified via fluorescence
spectroscopy. In order to determine the maximum DLC, the
weight ratio of polymer to IMQ was varied between 10:1−
1.25:1 at a constant polymer concentration, resulting in a
plateau (maximum DLC) at 3.3:1 ratio (Figure S8), which was
used for all subsequent encapsulation studies.
The loading efficiency of LMA100 micelles was largely

negligible (0.16 w/w%), with a similar solubility to IMQ in
HEPES buffer, whereas LMA0 increased solubility nearly 3.5-
fold, likely due to IMQ’s preference for acidic groups and ability
to form hydrogen bonds with MAA.76 These results
demonstrate the importance of acidic groups for solubilization
of IMQ and motivate the design of micelles comprising both
LMA and MAA in the core. Indeed, the loading efficiencies of
LMA75, LMA50, and LMA25 were revealed to be 0.51, 2.23,
and 1.84 w/w%, respectively (Table 2). The hydrodynamic
diameter of the loaded micelles revealed a slight increase in size

Table 2. Characteristics of Block Copolymer Micelles for IMQ Delivery

sizeb (nm) PDIb IMQ loadingc (μg/mL)

block copolymera empty IMQ loaded empty IMQ loaded 24 h 48 h w/wd (%) CMCe (mg/mL)

LMA100 346 ± 2.2 346 ± 2.9 0.25 0.21 9.8 ± 0.5 7.8 ± 1.9 0.16 0.081
LMA75 51.6 ± 0.4 88.3 ± 0.7 0.08 0.25 23.5 ± 1.5 25.4 ± 1.4 0.51 0.093
LMA50 30.1 ± 0.1 36.2 ± 0.3 0.14 0.29 82.2 ± 1.9 111.6 ± 4.8 2.23 0.088
LMA25 21.4 ± 0.1 27.2 ± 2.9 0.47 0.57 80.2 ± 2.7 91.9 ± 4.2 1.84 0.165
LMA0 21.3 ± 0.2 15.1 ± 0.1 0.75 0.56 22.8 ± 0.2 26.6 ± 2.0 0.53 n/a

aControl block copolymers: (PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA) (Mn,theo = 31 000 g/mol) and (PEGMA)-b-(MAA) (Mn,theo = 30 000 g/mol) are
represented as LMA100 and LMA0, respectively. bDetermined by means of DLS for micellization in 0.1 M HEPES. cIMQ loading calculated after 24
and 48 h of polymer:IMQ (3.3:1, w/w) encapsulation at RT (n = 3). dThe average weight/weight (%) loading for 48 h is calculated by w/w% =
amount of encapsulated IMQ/amount of polymer x 100. eCMC values of block copolymers determined by using a fluorescent probe, i.e., NR (n =
2).
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(Table 2) as a result of chain expansion in the hydrophobic
core upon encapsulation. As expected, LMA75, the copolymer
with the least acidic content, demonstrated the lowest loading
of the three P(PEGMA-co-PDSM)-b-(LMA-co-MAA) block
copolymer micelles, though comparable to the nonmicellar
LMA0 formulation, suggesting an interplay between IMQ’s
interaction with acidic moieties and a hydrophobic environ-
ment. Interestingly, the highest IMQ loading was obtained with
LMA50, consistent with mimicking the 1:1 molar ratio of alkyl
chains to acidic groups characteristic of fatty acids. Notably, on
a per mass basis, IMQ solubility in LMA50 micelles (2.2 w/w
%) is comparable to reported solubility in isostearic acid (1.9
w/w%)21 and approved topical formulations of Aldara (3.75
and 5 w/w%).20

The protonation of aromatic amines in IMQ under acidic
conditions led us to postulate that the reduced pH encountered
within tumor microenvironments or endo/lysosomes would
enhance the release of encapsulated IMQ.77 Specifically, IMQ
binds TLR7 localized within acidic endosomal vesicles, and,
therefore, must be released from micelles in response to
decreases in pH.29,78 To explore this, the release of IMQ
encapsulated in micelles of varying LMA composition was
assessed via dialysis against buffer solutions mimicking the
cytosolic (pH 7.4) and late endosomal (pH 5.0) environments
(Figure 2). At pH 7.4, 50% of IMQ was released from LMA75,
LMA50, and LMA25 micelles after 12.1 ± 0.6, 25.7 ± 0.3, and
32.7 ± 0.4 h, respectively. Consistent with the interactions
between IMQ and MAA, the copolymer with the lowest acidic
content, LMA75, demonstrated the fastest drug release profile,
and increasing the acidic character of the micelle core increased
the retention time of IMQ by 2- and 3- fold for LMA50 and
LMA25, respectively. Slightly faster release was observed with
micelles in the presence of serum proteins (Figure S9). The
50% release time points for LMA75, LMA50, and LMA25
polymer micelles were revealed to be 4.6 ± 2.1, 16.2 ± 1.6, and
22.1 ± 1.1 h in PBS buffer supplemented with 10% FBS,
respectively. This may reflect a destabilizing effect of serum
proteins on the micelle core and reduced the retention time of
the drug within the micelle, resulting in 1.5 to 2.5 times faster
release at similar pH. At pH 5.0, the release kinetics of IMQ
was significantly increased, displaying a burst-like effect due to
IMQ’s high solubility under acidic conditions with 50% IMQ
released at 2.6 ± 0.7, 5.1 ± 0.6, and 8.4 ± 0.4 h time points for
LMA75, LMA50, and LMA25, respectively. As a further

demonstration of pH-responsive release kinetics, IMQ release
from LMA50 was studied at the early endosomal pH of 6.2. As
expected, the release profile laid between pH 5.0 and pH 7.4,
exhibiting 50% drug release at 17.7 ± 0.2 h. We note that
relative to a recently described polylactide-based IMQ delivery
system, to our knowledge the only previously described
micellar delivery system, fatty acid-mimetic micelles enable
more stable IMQ encapsulation at physiological pH (i.e., 50%
release at >10 h vs 1 h) and a more dramatic pH-triggered
release profile.74 Therefore, by rationally designing block
copolymer micelles with an optimized fatty acid-mimetic
core, we have developed a novel water-soluble, nanoparticle-
based IMQ formulation with a smaller size and higher
encapsulation efficiency than other sub-100 nm IMQ delivery
vehicles reported to date.74,78,79

Fatty Acid-Mimetic Micelles are Highly Cytocompat-
ible. Micelles were designed with a PEGMA-rich corona to
impart high colloidal stability and minimal cytotoxicity. Prior to
studying the immunomodulatory properties of IMQ-loaded
micelles, the cytotoxicity of empty and IMQ-loaded micelles
was investigated in antigen presenting cells (RAW264.7 and
BMDCs) and cancer cell lines (B16−F10 and A549), owing to
the exploration of IMQ as both a vaccine adjuvant and a cancer
immunotherapeutic. Cells were treated with empty micelles at
varying concentrations (5−500 μg/mL) for 24 h to determine
the cytocompatibility of the carriers in vitro. Consistent with
the neutral/anionic nature of the copolymers, no significant
toxicity was observed in any of the cells tested (Figure 1D and
Figure S10).
Subsequently, polymer carriers were loaded with IMQ (0.2,

1, 2, and 10 μg/mL drug encapsulated in 10, 50, 100, and 500
μg/mL micelle solutions, respectively) and cytotoxicity
evaluated in the cells described above (Figure S11). Consistent
with the empty micelles, IMQ-loaded particles displayed no
cytotoxicity in the cells tested, though a dose-dependent
increase in cell viability was observed for BMDCs (Figure
S11B). This likely reflects IMQ’s ability to increase BMDC
proliferation and improve DC survival, which has been
leveraged to enhance the efficacy of DC-based therapies.32,80

The high cytocompatibility of fatty acid-mimetic micelles bodes
favorably for in vivo applications, potentially enabling IMQ
delivery via multiple routes.

Micellar Delivery Enhances IMQ Activity. To exert its
immunomodulatory effects, IMQ must be delivered to

Figure 2. Core composition of fatty acid-mimetic micelles influences the release kinetics of IMQ at physiological and early and late endosomal pH
values. IMQ was encapsulated in (A) LMA75, (B) LMA50, and (C) LMA25 polymer micelles, dialyzed against buffers at pH 7.4, 6.2, and 5.0 and
cumulative release was quantified over 48 h. 50% IMQ release values were determined by using exponential one-phase decay nonlinear fit analysis
with R2 values greater than 0.98. The 50% release time points for LMA75, LMA50, and LMA25 polymer micelles were revealed to be 12.1 ± 0.6,
25.7 ± 0.3, 32.7 ± 0.4 h (at pH 7.4) and 2.6 ± 0.7, 5.1 ± 0.6, 8.4 ± 0.4 h (at pH 5.0), respectively. Graphs represent the means and standard
deviation from four individual experiments.
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endosomal vesicles where TLR7 is stationed. Based on the
propensity of macrophages and DCs to endocytose nano-
particles and the rapid pH-responsive release of IMQ from fatty
acid-mimetic micelles (Figure 1B), we postulated that micellar
delivery of IMQ would enhance immunostimulatory activity.
Binding of IMQ to TLR7 stimulates innate immunity through
the adapter molecule MyD88, resulting in the activation of the
transcription factor NF-κB and the production of proin-
flammatory cytokines.16 RAW-Blue cells that report on NF-
κB induction via production of SEAP were utilized to evaluate
the immunostimulatory activity of free and encapsulated-IMQ
formulations. Free and encapsulated-IMQ treatments varied
from 0.1 to 5 μg/mL, while empty micelle concentrations were
equivalent to their IMQ-loaded counterparts. Both free and
encapsulated-IMQ formulations stimulated NF-κB -dependent
SEAP in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 3A), with all
encapsulated formulations demonstrating increased activity
over free IMQ at concentrations above 1 μg/mL. Empty
micelles did not trigger NF-κB (Figure S12A), supporting the
noninflammatory nature of the carriers and confirming IMQ-
dependent NF-κB activation. Delivery of IMQ with LMA50

resulted in the most significant enhancement of activity, with a
∼3.5-fold increase of SEAP levels at concentrations >1 μg/mL.
Although micelle-mediated enhancements in IMQ activity are
likely in part due to increased bioavailability because of
enhanced aqueous solubility, differences observed between
carriers suggest a relationship between core composition and
IMQ delivery. For example, the superior activity of LMA50
relative to LMA25 and LMA75 may reflect a requirement for
balance between micelle stability, high drug loading, and rapid
endosomal release. Elucidating the mechanisms by which fatty
acid-mimetic micelles enhance IMQ activity will require further
investigation. Nonetheless, to our knowledge this represents
the first investigation into how material properties can be tuned
to optimize IMQ solubility and activity.

Micellar IMQ Delivery Increases Dendritic Cell
Activation and Maturation. Activation of TLR7 signaling
induces DC maturation and stimulates the expression of
proinflammatory cytokines, motivating exploration of IMQ as a
vaccine adjuvant, cancer immunotherapeutic, and antiviral
agent.16,81 Hence, BMDCs were incubated with empty micelles,
free, and encapsulated-IMQ treatments over a range of IMQ

Figure 3. Micellar IMQ delivery enhances NF-κB activity resulting in increased cytokine production. (A) In vitro evaluation of NF-κB activation in
RAW-Blue cells stimulated with 0.1−5 μg/mL free and encapsulated IMQ for 24 h. Statistical differences were observed between the loaded polymer
micelles and soluble IMQ at higher doses and are represented as (#) LMA75-IMQ vs IMQ; (*) LMA50-IMQ vs IMQ; and (^) LMA25-IMQ vs
IMQ. BMDCs were stimulated for 24 h with free and encapsulated IMQ at varying doses (0.2, 1, and 2 μg/mL). A higher IMQ dose, 10 μg/mL, was
included in the studies with LMA50-IMQ and LMA25-IMQ being the only two formulations able to achieve this dose. Levels of proinflammatory
cytokines (B) TNFα, (C) IL-6, and (D) IL-1β were measured by ELISA. The lower detection limit of each cytokine is represented by a dotted line.
Statistical analysis revealed no significant difference between treatment groups at 0.2 and 10 μg/mL for all cytokines. Statistical analysis illustrated by
(*) represents significance for each loaded micelle vs free IMQ, whereas significance among polymer micelles is indicated with tracing lines.
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Figure 4. Micellar IMQ delivery enhances TLR7-driven BMDC activation and maturation. Flow cytometry was used to measure surface expression
of BMDC maturation markers (A) MHC-II, (B) CD86, (C) CD40, and (D) CD80 induced by free and encapsulated IMQ. BMDCs were treated
with 2 μg/mL IMQ for 24 h and were evaluated for their relative marker surface expressions (top) and percentage of marker positive cells (bottom).
Representative histograms of untreated (control), IMQ, and LMA50-IMQ are shown for each marker. (*) represents the significant difference
between micellar-IMQ vs free IMQ, whereas connected lines illustrate significance among different polymer micelles.

Figure 5. Conjugation of OVA to PDSM groups on micelle coronas enables coloading of antigen and IMQ, resulting in enhanced intracellular
uptake and antigen cross-presentation. (A) FITC-labeled OVA was thiolated (4−5 thiols/OVA) (represented as I in the top gel and V in the bottom
gel) and reacted with empty (III: OVA-LMA50) or IMQ-loaded micelles (VI: OVA-LMA50-IMQ) at 1:20 (OVA:polymer) ratio and SDS-PAGE
was used to assess antigen conjugation and release of OVA upon incubation with TCEP (VII: OVA-LMA50-IMQ + TCEP). A physical mixture of
nonthiolated OVA and LMA50 (II: OVA+LMA50) as well as formulations lacking OVA (IV: LMA50 and VIII: LMA50-IMQ) were run as controls.
Flow cytometry was used to assess the effect of micellar delivery on the uptake of OVA488 and a model hydrophobic, fluorescent drug, NR by
DC2.4 cells after 24 h incubation at 37 °C. (B) Uptake of OVA488: Representative histograms (top) and MFI values (bottom) of DC2.4 cells
incubated with OVA488 (red), OVA488-LMA50 (orange), and dual delivery carriers (OVA488-LMA50-IMQ; green) treatment groups for 24 h. (C)
Uptake of NR: DC2.4s treated with NR (red), OVA488-LMA50 (orange), a physical mixture of OVA488 and NR (OVA488+NR) (blue), and dual
delivery carriers (OVA488-LMA50-NR; green) are illustrated in representative histograms (top) and MFI graphs (bottom). (D) The effect of IMQ
and/or micellar delivery on MHC-I presentation by DC2.4 cells was assessed via flow cytometry using an antibody that recognizes MHC-I (H-2Kb)-
bound SIINFEKL. Antigen cross-presentation is illustrated by representative histograms (top) and MFI graphs (bottom) of DC2.4 cells incubated
with OVA (red), OVA-LMA50 (orange), OVA+IMQ (blue), and dual delivery carriers (OVA-LMA50-IMQ; green) for 24 h. Statistical analysis
illustrated by (*) represents significance for each ova conjugated-loaded micelle vs control (free antigen or dye) and significance between different
groups are shown with connected lines.
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concentrations (0.2, 1, 2, and 10 μg/mL) and secreted TLR7-
driven cytokines TNFα, IL-6, IL-1β, and IL-12p70 that were
monitored. Overall, micellar formulations tended to enhance
cytokine levels over free IMQ, although some compositional
dependence was observed (Figure 3B-D). All formulations
increased IL-1β production at 1 and 2 μg/mL compared to free
IMQ 9- and 3-fold, respectively. Micellar IMQ encapsulation
also enhanced TNFα production at 2 μg/mL, with LMA75 and
LMA50 carriers mediating 2-fold higher TNFα production over
LMA25 and 5 times greater than free IMQ. IL-6 expression was
most strongly enhanced by a 3-fold increase in IL-6 production
at both 1 and 2 μg/mL LMA50-IMQ over free IMQ. Likewise,
LMA50-IMQ enhanced production of IL-12p70, at 2 μg/mL,
although the levels were low and near the lower detection limit
of the assay (Figure S13). Additionally, the high loading
efficiency of LMA50 and LMA25 micelles enabled dosing at 10
μg/mL IMQ concentrations that was beyond its solubility limit,
resulting in further enhancement of cytokine production.
Consistent with NF-κB studies, empty micelles (without
IMQ) corresponding to the same concentrations (10, 50,
100, and 500 μg/mL) did not elicit detectable cytokine
production (Figure S12B−D).
The effect of micellar IMQ delivery on BMDC maturation

was assessed via flow cytometric detection of the maturation
markers CD80, CD86, CD40, and MHC-II (Figure 4).
Treatment with IMQ-loaded micelles increased the frequency
of marker-specific BMDCs with LMA50-IMQ and LMA25-
IMQ mediating the most significant enhancements compared
to free IMQ. Similarly, delivery with LMA50 and LMA25
increased expression levels (as determined by MFI of marker
positive cells) of the costimulatory molecules CD40 and CD86
relative to free IMQ (Figure S14). In accord with BMDC
activation studies, empty micelles (without IMQ) had no effect
on BMDC maturation (Figure S15), verifying that the
enhanced immunostimulatory effects result from the combina-
tion of fatty acid-mimetic micelles and IMQ. Collectively, these
results demonstrate that fatty acid-mimetic micelles facilitate
the delivery of IMQ in a highly water-soluble formulation with
increased immunostimulatory activity, and, hence, have the
potential to enhance the efficacy and expand utility of IMQ for
in vivo applications. LMA50 micelles, which facilitated the
highest IMQ loading, were particularly effective at enhancing
TLR7 signaling, proinflammatory cytokine production, and DC
maturation. Therefore, LMA50 was selected as the lead
candidate for a novel subunit vaccine formulation based on
nanoparticle-mediated codelivery of encapsulated IMQ and
covalently conjugated protein antigen.
Fatty Acid-Mimetic Micelles Enable Dual Delivery of

Antigen and IMQ. A number of studies have demonstrated
improved T cell and antibody responses with subunit vaccines
that codeliver protein antigens and TLR7 agonists with the
same carrier.18,30,36,37 To exploit this phenomenon, we
designed micelles with a hydrophilic first block comprising
PEGMA and thiol-reactive PDSM groups for the conjugation of
thiolated-protein antigens. The reversible disulfide allows for
liberation of antigens upon negotiating the reducing environ-
ment of the endosome or cytosol, resulting in improved antigen
processing and enhanced immunogenicity.45 Hence, the model
protein antigen OVA was fluorescently tagged, thiolated, and
reacted with LMA50 micelles. SDS-PAGE was used to evaluate
antigen conjugation efficiency by monitoring the band shift and
disappearance of FITC-labeled OVA (Figure 5A).33,43,44 Using
lane densitometry, approximately 88% conjugation was attained

at a 1:20 molar ratio of protein:polymer (OVA:LMA50). As
anticipated, coupling was not observed with the physical
mixture of native OVA and polymer (OVA+LMA50 1:20 ratio)
because of the lack of free cysteine residues in the protein.33,82

Antigen conjugation to IMQ-loaded micelles at a 1:20 ratio was
slightly less efficient, potentially due to reduced accessibility of
PDSM groups after IMQ encapsulation, though OVA
conjugation remained >80%. Protein release and disulfide
bond reversibility, two properties proven to enhance conjugate-
based vaccine delivery,45 was demonstrated through treatment
with the reducing agent TCEP. Conjugation results in
distributing OVA over a broad range of molecular weights,
indicating variation in the number of OVA conjugated per
polymer chain.43 The hydrodynamic diameter of conjugates
were analyzed by DLS, revealing no significant change in size
(35.5 ± 0.1 nm OVA-LMA50 and 34.0 ± 0.3 nm OVA-
LMA50-IMQ), which signifies negligible particle cross-linking
or aggregation.
To initiate adaptive cellular immunity, antigens must be first

be internalized by professional APCs and subsequently
processed and presented as peptide epitopes on MHC for
recognition by T cells. Based on the well-established proclivity
of macrophages and DCs for endocytosis of micro- and
nanoparticles,83 we postulated that conjugation of OVA to the
micelle corona would enhance antigen internalization. To
evaluate this, OVA488 was conjugated to LMA50 micelles, with
and without IMQ, and flow cytometry was used to measure
uptake relative to free OVA488 (Figure 5B, C). Conjugation of
OVA488 to empty LMA50 micelles resulted in a significant, but
only modest increase in OVA488 uptake, a likely consequence
of the highly PEGylated, stealth-like micelle corona. Strikingly,
OVA488 with IMQ-loaded micelles resulted in a 4-fold increase
in OVA488 uptake relative to free antigen (Figure 5B). We
speculate that the increased OVA488 uptake was a con-
sequence of the enhanced immunostimulatory activity of
micellar IMQ formulations, as TLR activation acutely
stimulates macropinocytosis by DCs,84 a common mechanism
of nanoparticle uptake. Even though DC maturation typically
down-regulates endocytic capacity, this effect may be TLR-
specific, as DC phagocytic activity is maintained after TLR7/8
activation.85 To evaluate the ability of micelles to enhance
delivery of a hydrophobic drug, we used a model hydrophobic
molecule, NR, as a fluorescent analogue of IMQ to monitor
internalization by flow cytometry. Similarly, OVA488-LMA50-
NR revealed 12-fold higher levels of cell-associated NR relative
to incubation with the free dye (Figure 5C). Taken together,
these results underscore the importance of particle-based
carriers to enhance the intracellular delivery of both antigens
and water insoluble, hydrophobic compounds.

Dual Delivery of Antigen and IMQ Enhances MHC-I
Presentation. The predominant fate of endocytosed soluble
antigen is lysosomal degradation and presentation by MHC-II
molecules and minimal presentation on MHC-I (i.e., cross-
presentation), resulting in negligible CD8+ T cell responses.
That notwithstanding, TLR agonists, including IMQ,86,87 as
well as a number of particle-based carriers83 have been shown
to enhance antigen cross-presentation. DC2.4 cells, a dendritic
cell line derived from BMDCs, are capable of cross-presenting
exogenous antigen88 and can also be activated with free or
encapsulated IMQ (Figure S16), and therefore were used to
investigate the synergistic effects of dual delivery of antigen and
adjuvant. To determine the effect of micellar antigen delivery
on antigen cross-presentation, we incubated DC2.4 cells with
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free OVA, OVA-LMA50 conjugates with or without IMQ, and
a physical mixture of OVA and IMQ. In vitro presentation of
the immunodominant MHC-I restricted OVA epitope
(SIINFEKL) was assessed by flow cytometry using an antibody
that recognizes MHC-I (H-2Kb)-bound SIINFEKL. Conjuga-
tion of OVA to micelles modestly enhanced cross-presentation
(Figure 5D), consistent with enhancement in uptake via a
carrier that lacks an active mechanism to enhance cytosolic
delivery to the classical class I pathway.43 Significantly, dual
delivery of OVA and IMQ using LMA50 micelles enhanced
SIINFEKL presentation by class I molecules by 3-fold over free
antigen, 2.5-fold over OVA-LMA50 conjugates, and 2-fold over
OVA+IMQ mixture (Figure 5D). This is consistent with the
observed micelle-mediated enhancements in IMQ activity as
well as increased antigen uptake, indicating a potential
synergism via delivery of both antigen and IMQ using fatty
acid-mimetic micelles.
Intranasal Immunization with Antigen and IMQ-

Loaded Micelles Enhances CD8+ T cell and Antibody
Responses. Many pathogens enter the body through mucosal
tissues and optimal protection against infection often requires
mucosal immune responses localized at the site of infection.89,90

Most clinically administered vaccines and administration routes
(e.g., intramuscular) rarely induce mucosal immunity.91 This
challenge has motivated interest in the development of mucosal
vaccination approaches, particularly pulmonary immunization
via needle-free aerosol or i.n. delivery. On the basis of the
ability of IMQ-loaded micelles to enhance DC maturation and
pro-inflammatory cytokine production and promote antigen
cross-presentation, as well as previous reports describing use of
IMQ as a vaccine adjuvant to enhance cellular and humoral
immunity, we hypothesized that micellar delivery of IMQ could
enhance the immunogenicity of OVA delivered via an i.n. route.
To test this hypothesis, we i.n. vaccinated mice either with a

mixture of soluble OVA and IMQ (OVA+IMQ) or with a

micelle vaccine comprising encapsulated IMQ and conjugated
OVA (OVA-LMA50-IMQ). Doses of IMQ (10 μg) and OVA
(40 μg) were equivalent in both formulations, though an acidic
media (0.1 M HEPES containing 0.1 M lactic acid, pH ∼3) was
required to solubilize IMQ in a soluble formulation. After 12
days, the frequency of pulmonary and splenic SIINFEKL-
specific CD8+ T cells was quantified after staining with
SIINFEKL-H-2Kb tetramer (Tet). Additionally, to distinguish
CD8+ T cells residing in the distinct lung compartments, such
as vasculature, interstitium, and airways, we utilized an in vivo
CD45 staining technique as described previously (Figures S17−
19).92 Immunization with the soluble formulation did not elicit
a detectable CD8+ T cell response, whereas the micelle
formulation induced a modest but significant OVA-specific
CD8+ T cell response in all lung compartments and the spleen
(Figure 6A−D). Notably, micelle vaccines elicited ∼2% OVA-
specific airway (BAL fraction: Tet+ i.v. anti-CD45−) and ∼3%
interstitial (lung parenchymal fraction: Tet+ i.v. anti-CD45−)
CD8+ T cells, the two populations critical to optimal defense
against many intracellular respiratory pathogens (e.g., influenza
viruses, Mycobacterium tuberculosis).90

Eliciting a CD8+ T cell response to a protein subunit vaccine
requires that a cohort of endocytosed antigen be cross-
presented by DCs in the context of costimulation. In the lungs,
there are two primary DC subsets, CD103+ DCs and CD11b+

DCs, both of which can migrate from the lung to the draining
LN to present antigen to T cells.93 IMQ, and other TLR7
agonists, have been shown to enhance antigen cross
presentation in specialized DC subsets,94 but the role of
TLR7 has not been widely explored in the lung. A recent study
demonstrated that CD11b+ DCs, which express higher levels of
TLR7 than CD103+ DCs, could induce CD8+ T cell responses
if activated with the TLR7 agonist R848 (resiquimod) but only
if they are also presenting the antigen; i.e., the antigen and
adjuvant must be delivered in cis.95 Whether CD11b+ DCs

Figure 6. IN vaccination with OVA and IMQ-loaded micelles enhances antigen-specific CD8+ T cell and IgG antibody responses. Mice were
vaccinated i.n. with either OVA-LMA50-IMQ carriers or a soluble OVA+IMQ formulation. Mice were sacrificed on day 12 after treatment and
frequencies of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells in the (A) broncheoalveolar lavage fluid (BAL: Tetramer+ anti-CD45−), (B) lung vasculature (lung
parenchyma: Tetramer+ i.v. anti-CD45+), (C) lung interstitium (lung parenchyma: Tetramer+ i.v. anti-CD45−), and (D) spleen were assessed using
intravascular (in vivo) CD45+ staining coupled with ex vivo SIINFEKL-H-2Kb tetramer staining. (E) OVA-specific IgG antibody titer was measured
by ELISA from serum collected on day 10 post immunization. ND: not detectable.
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facilitated dual delivery of antigen and IMQ after i.n.
vaccination awaits further investigations.
I.n. administration with micellar vaccine formulations also

increased serum OVA-specific IgG titers 200-fold over the
soluble formulation, which failed to induce a detectable
response (Figure 6E). These data suggest that micellar vaccines
may also enhance CD4+ T cell responses. Interestingly, analysis
of IgG subtypes revealed a significantly higher IgG1 response
with negligible IgG2c, indicating a Th2-biased response (Figure
S20). This result contrasts previous reports implicating IMQ as
a Th1-type adjuvant19 and as a therapeutic for mitigating Th2-
driven allergy and asthma in the airways.96 The Th2-biased
antibody response observed in the study may reflect incomplete
or insufficient IgG class switching due to the lack of a booster
vaccination and/or the time point at which antibody titers were
measured. Indeed, using a nanoparticle-based vaccine loaded
with IMQ, a shift in IgG1/IgG2a ratio to less than unity was
previously reported following three i.n. vaccinations over 28
weeks.37 We note that these investigations were directed
toward establishing the potential of fatty acid-mimetic micelles
as vaccine carriers to elicit cellular and humoral immune
responses to protein subunit antigens. Further investigation is
necessary to understand the mechanisms by which LMA50
micelles enhance immunogenicity and to elucidate the relative
contributions of micellar antigen and IMQ delivery in
mediating this response. Additional studies are also necessary
to further characterize the immune response elicited by this
vaccine formulation, including mechanisms of particle traffick-
ing to draining lymph nodes, analysis of germinal center
formation, phenotype and functionality of the T cell response,
and characterization of immune responses in other mucosal
tissues. Nonetheless the enhanced immunogenicity of the
nanoparticle-based antigen and adjuvant delivery reported in
this proof-of-principle study merits rigorous characterization of
the dose and vaccination regimen that optimally elicits mucosal
innate and adaptive immunity.

■ CONCLUSION
We have developed a new class of vaccine based on polymeric
nanoparticles that are engineered to enable dual delivery of
protein antigens and the small molecule TLR-7 agonist, IMQ.
Owing to the preferential solubility of IMQ in fatty acids, we
utilized RAFT polymerization to synthesize well-defined
amphiphilic diblock copolymers that self-assemble into micelles
with a fatty acid-mimetic core for IMQ encapsulation, and a
hydrophilic, PEG-rich corona doped with thiol-reactive PDSM
groups for covalent antigen conjugation. Encapsulation of IMQ
was maximized using an equimolar ratio of hydrophobic lauryl
methacrylate and methacrylic acid in the core-forming block.
Optimized carriers significantly enhanced the immunostimula-
tory activity of IMQ, resulting in enhanced cytokine
production, costimulatory molecule expression, and antigen
cross-presentation by DCs. I.n. vaccination with micellar
nanoparticles coloaded with IMQ and a protein antigen
resulted in a significantly greater pulmonary antigen-specific
CD8+ T cell response and systemic IgG response compared to
a soluble formulation of antigen and adjuvant. Even though a
model antigen was used and immunization regimens remain to
be optimized, the encouraging results reported herein motivate
further evaluation of this technology for induction of mucosal
cellular immunity and vaccination against respiratory patho-
gens. Furthermore, because of their small size, highly
PEGylated corona, and minimal cytotoxicity, fatty acid-mimetic

micelles may also provide a strategy to overcome the poor
pharmacokinetics and systemic toxicity that have limited
exploration of IMQ as a systemically administered cancer
immunotherapeutic. In conclusion, fatty acid-mimetic micelles
represent a versatile new platform for improving the delivery
and activity of IMQ, thereby expanding its potential use and
efficacy as an antiviral agent, cancer immunotherapeutic, and
vaccine adjuvant.
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